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1. Research question

Through what 
strategies, routines, 
activities is robotics 
scale-up being 
promoted?



2. Situating the 
problem

How is scaling implicated in 
robotics done in or with public?

Let’s explore the situation in 
more detail



3. Situational analysis: robotics competitions
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4. Positional mapping: robotics competitions

A. Probing
○ Search and selection of application context with 

situational awareness (Ocado) (PAL)
○ Doing robotics in public (sound, light, humidity)

B. Hosting – “bigger is better”
○ Establishing co-operative, not convivial relations

■ Public as patients, not agents
○ Hosting bigger next time -> scaling event

C. Standardising
○ Coding social practices as ‘everyday tasks’
○ Infrastructuralising testing practices
○ Rule-setting, negotiation

D. Smart cities [yet to unpack]

E. Distributing gains [silent, almost absent]
○ Who shares productivity gains?
○ What happens when societal challenges are met?
○ [This is where we might expect genuinely societal 

challenge discourses to be.
Desire/pressure/imperative to scale
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5. Situational analysis of doing robotics in public: three sites

PDTI Urban robotics_
Public end-user Driven 
Technological Innovation 
(PDTI) scheme such as 
sewer and rail inspection 
applications

PDTI Healthcare_
EU funded robotics in 
health and social care -
trials

Robotics competitions_ 
funded by the European 
Commission



6. Notable discursive positions
● Position formation à around which routines, strategies and consolidated 

practices are emerging
○ Discursive arrangement being built around ageing à ageing is an active thing, not a process of 

decaying
○ The robotics practices need to be expanded to more people à under ageing population 

discourse

● Situations make challenges addressable for technology
○ Otherwise they can’t be automated. 
○ We see the discursive arrangements being expanded and scaled
○ Ocado -> Using “fully automated” visions of today to inform socially assistive visions of tomorrow 

● Situations show how innovation processes ‘broke down’. 
○ Social care robotics: innovators needed co-design, but didn’t have capabilities to hand
○ Competitions were notable for breakdown but lack of jeopardy



7. Thoughts on scaling, what’s at stake
● What drives scale in this innovation discourse is a sense of ‘real needs’. 

○ If we have a real need, demand will become visible and [magically] produce markets. 
○ But also building a public à enrolling people in a discourse about what what a robot can do

● Scaling innovation through probing
○ Selection and search routines through a social and material engagement with the world (under 

the guise of co-creation?)
○ Probing for a suitable context of use [from sewer robots to oil and gas][new curricula for nursing]
○ Probing for appropriate partners [developing social/material relations more important than actual 

technology]
○ Ocado probing for socially assistive robotics – EU probing for the future of social care
○ In these situations, everyday tasks are re-coded as high-technology routines

● Addressing societal challenges through… challenges…
○ Co-creation/engagement not given
○ Implemented and performed differently at different levels / situations
○ Or… Building consent through engaging the public, showing off how not harmful robots are 
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